Minutes of Meeting

Project

MeetMe

Responsible

JustMeet

Attended by
Danijel Sokac
Francesco Giarola
Milica Jovanovic
Mehdi Kaabi
Carolina Casali

Location
FER
POLIMI
POLIMI
POLIMI
FER

Date
Start-end
time
Location
/type

10.12.2015
20:30 - 21:30
Zagreb; Milano/
Skype call

Remarks
Skype call from PC - Zagreb
Skype call from PC - Milano
Skype call from PC - Milano
Skype call from PC - Milano
Skype call from PC - Zagreb

AGENDA FOR THE MEETING (main topics)
1. Current status of assigned tasks
2. Project - Coding
3. Beta Prototype Presentation

1. Current status of assigned tasks
CONCLUSION: The first week of third sprint ended on 09/12.

POLIMI students

-

Have finished 90% of the UserStory8: “As attendant I want to
able to choose right time slot for me without sharing my
calendar”. It will be finished before Beta Prototype
Have started coding UserStory12: “As an User I want to check all
events”
Have improved the event creation part

Milica

-

Has finished code clean up
Has finished fix bug
- crashing app after registering existing user
- better error messages
- sign up/ sign in fields automatically filled in when
changing between pages

Danijel

-

Has finished UserStory7: “As an user I want to invite my friends
to use the application”

Armindo

-

Has finished UserStory5: “As an user I want to change settings”
Has finished UserStory3: “As an user I want to receive an e-mail
with my new password if I forget the first one”

Danijel and Carolina

-

Have started to worked on testing part

Joao

-

Improved error messages
Corrected alerts and modals for angular-bootstrap
Setup of different variables for different development
environments
Bug fixes on others’ user stories to make them compatible with
master

-

2. Project - Coding
ACTION:
POLIMI students:

-

FER students:

UserStory8: “As attendant I want to able to choose right time slot for me
without sharing my calendar”: they will finish it until 14/12
UserStory12: “As an User I want to check all events”
Setup Sequelize

-

UserStory9: I want to be able to login using my Google account
UserStory111: As an user I want to manually run calculation & choose best
option
- Sessions
- Functionality test
CONCLUSION: Team’s members will work on these tasks during the second week of the third
sprint. All tasks should be finished until 14/12.

3. Beta Prototype Presentation
ACTION: Team members have split topics and they will present the following parts in the Beta
Prototype Presentation:
Francesco

-

General overview
Demo part

Danijel

-

Experiences with finished sprints
Description of sprint planning
Sprint backlog
Sprint burn-down chart
Team members’ hours spent
Video testing

Joao

-

Technical aspects of the project

Carolina

-

Testing process

Mehdi

-

Problems
Experiences
SCORE status

Milica

-

Demo part

Each person will take care of making is part of presentation

